The red-cockaded woodpecker, Picoides borealis, is a cooperative breeder in which offspring, usually just males, delay dispersal and remain in their natal territories, during which time they often act as 'helpers-at-the-nest', raising what for them are younger siblings. Exactly why this happens in other species is usually debatable, but not in this case. Red-cockaded woodpeckers are dependent on special cavities, built in pines infected with heartwooddecaying fungi, which are surrounded by a protective (and potentially dangerous) coating of crystallized resin. Cavities are critically important both for nesting and for roosting, and can take over a decade of intermittent excavation to complete. Does the availability of cavities affect territory quality in such a way that they restrict the ability of young to disperse, thereby providing the basis for cooperative breeding? Although real cavities are delicate affairs, artificial ones can be constructed in several ways, and when they are added to previously unoccupied but suitable areas, they quickly attract birds drawn from the ranks of helpers elsewhere in the population. Thus, the ecological basis for cooperative breeding in redcockaded woodpeckers is clear, or at least as clear as it is ever likely to get.
Red-cockaded woodpeckers are also one of the most intensively studied wild birds in the world. The BIOSIS database lists 358 articles with 'woodpecker' or 'woodpeckers' in the title published since 1993, of which 116 (32%) are about red-cockaded woodpeckers. This is not, however, because of their interesting social behaviour: for example, only 14 (4%) of these papers concern the acorn woodpecker, Melanerpes formicivorus, a southwestern species with an even more complex and intricate social system. The reason, of course, is that red-cockaded woodpeckers are endemic to old-growth pine forests of the southeastern United States, a fire-adapted habitat endangered by two centuries of clearing, mismanagement and outright abuse. Problems were recognized as early as the 1960s, and red-cockaded woodpeckers were already considered headed towards extinction when the Endangered Species Act was passed in 1973. However, with a high proportion of the remaining 4500 or so social groups of red-cockaded woodpeckers on federal lands scattered over 12 southeastern states, this species has singlehandedly provided sustenance for both an entire generation of ecological consultants and a dedicated group of academic researchers. Few other species that are not hunted, grown commercially or domesticated have been the object of comparable effort.
Given this history and interest, a volume devoted to red-cockaded woodpeckers is long overdue. This one, written by two U.S. Forest Service biologists and one academic, may not be what I expected, but, given that far more people are interested in the conservation of redcockaded woodpeckers than in their sociobiology, it is certainly the book that is needed. For a nongame species, it is a new genre of scientific monograph, summarizing behaviour and population ecology but focusing on management and conservation. It is directed not to academics, but rather to all those managers, foresters, 831 BOOK REVIEWS
